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Questionnaire 
 

CITIZENS' ACCESS TO JUSTICE AND JUDICIAL BODIES 
IN ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS  

NATIONAL PARTICULARITIES AND INFLUENCES OF EUROPEAN UNION LAW 
 

 
Introductory question: what is the place of environmental proceedings in the work of the 
administrative courts? 
 
1.1. What proportion of the administrative court's overall work is accounted for by European 
environmental proceedings, within the scope of the European Union's environmental policy as 
defined in Article 191 TFEU? Does this figure include other types of proceedings, such as those 
relating to spatial planning and land use? 
 
The category of environmental proceedings before the Czech administrative courts contains 
following matters: a) the utilization of natural resources (the water and air issues, mining 
activities, etc.); b) the landscape protection and the protection of other natural values (e.g. 
granting an exception in a special protection area); c) the spatial planning, the land use, the 
construction procedure and site permits if the environment protection is involved (e.g. large 
investment projects); d) the administrative penalty proceeding in the matter of the environmental 
protection. These matters create 10 % of the Czech administrative courts' overall work. This 
figure is stable for several years.  

 
1.2. From a qualitative point of view, how would you rate proceedings of this type with regard to 
the difficulty of the cases, their technicality, the quality of the parties' presentation of arguments 
and the timeframe for passing judgment on the cases? 
 
Proceedings in the above-mentioned category are characterized by: a) complexity; b) technical 
and scientific difficulty; c) newly established and unfixed case law of the Czech administrative 
courts; d) participation of NGOs; e) high-quality of the legal argumentation and the proficiency 
of parties; f) conflicts in interests of participants; g) application of the principle of 
proportionality. With regard to these characteristics the category of environmental proceedings 
belongs to the most difficult third of the Czech administrative court's overall work. 

 
First Issue: Access to justice in environmental matters 
 
1.1. What are the admissibility conditions for actions on environmental matters (e.g. requirement 
to demonstrate that a subjective interest or right has been infringed upon, actio popularis)? Do 
these differ from the general admissibility conditions and if so, why? 
 
Since 19th century the admissibility conditions for actions under the Czech administrative 
procedural law are based on the so called “infringement of rights doctrine ” . According to this 
doctrine an infringement of substantive right is required for admissibility of the action. 
Section 65 (1) of the Code of Administrative Justice (Act No. 15/2002 Coll., hereinafter referred 
to as “the CAdminJ”) provides the general admissibility conditions, that are applicable also for 
environmental matters: “Everyone who claims that his or her rights have been violated (in/directly) in 
administrative decision-making process through an administrative decision, that has based, changed, canceled or 
determined his or her rights or obligations, shall have right to administrative action in order to seek an annulment 
or nullity of such administrative decision.” 
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Under above-mentioned provision petitioner must prove that his or her substantive right has 
been violated by an administrative body. The petitioner could also allege violation of his or her 
procedural rights in the administrative decision-making process if those procedural defects 
affected his or her substantive right (by this approach the right to a fair trial is guaranteed). The 
petitioner must prove that his or her own right has been infringed upon. The actio popularis is not 
allowed.  
 
The other admissibility conditions for action on environmental matters are: a) the petitioner has 
exhausted all ordinary remedies before administrative bodies; b) an action must be filed within 
two months of the notification in writing of the final decision by the administrative body. 
 
The Constitutional Court stated (see resolution of the Constitutional Court of 6 January 1998, 
File No. I. ÚS 282/97): “The right to a healthy environment belongs only to an individual as biological 
organism because only individuals could be negatively affected by the changes in an environment.” The legal 
entity as NGO is not allowed to bring an action under the Section 65 (1) CAdminJ.  
 
However under admissibility conditions provided in the Section 65 (2) CAdminJ the party of the 
administrative decision-making process (whose substantive right has not been violated – e.g. 
NGO) has also right of action: “The party of administrative decision-making process could bring an action 
against administrative body in case the administrative procedure infringes upon party’s procedural rights and this 
fact could resulted in an unlawful administrative decision.” The explanatory memorandum to the Section 
65 (2) CAdminJ states: “It was necessary to ensure the right to action for party of administrative decision-
making process whose substantive rights have not been violated (e.g. legal entities involved in protection of 
environment).”  
 
During an administrative decision-making process NGO is allowed to plead that substantive right 
of others has been violated, if this substantive right (e.g. right to a healthy environment) is the 
main purpose of NGO activities. In case an administrative body ignored this justified objection, 
NGO has the right to file an action under provision the Section 65 (2) CAdminJ, because its 
procedural rights have been infringed upon. 
 
The participation of NGOs in the administrative decision-making process is allowed under the 
Section 70 of the Act No. 114/1992 Coll. (hereinafter referred to as the “Act on Nature and 
Landscape”). The NGOs (with legal personality) whose main purpose of activities is the 
protection of environment are entitled to be informed in advance about any planned 
interventions and decision-making process of administrative body that could affect the 
environment. The NGOs that want to enjoy the right to be informed shall submit their request 
to the administrative body. The validity of request lasts one year and could be submitted 
repeatedly. Under the Section 70 of the Act on Nature and Landscape the administrative body 
shall deliver announcement about initiating of decision-making process and NGO becomes a 
participant if notifies so in eight days from announcement of its participation in writing. Similar 
provisions have been incorporated into other acts related to the environmental protection (e.g. 
Act No. 254/2001 Coll., the Water Act, Section 115, or Act No. 76/2002 Coll., the Act on 
Integrated Prevention, Section 7).  
 

Besides general provision [Section 65 (2) CAdminJ] there is special provision under Section 23 
(10) of the Act No. 100/2001 Coll., the Environmental Impact Assessment Act (hereinafter 
referred to as “the EIA Act”). The NGOs which have submitted their written comments on the 
EIA documentation or expert report within the statutory time limits are under this provision 
granting by right to action. Under these conditions NGOs, whose main purpose of activities is 
the protection of environment, the public health or the cultural sight, are entitled to bring an 
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action against the administrative body that issued following administrative decision in the EIA 
process.  
 
1.2. Do NGOs, and especially environmental protection associations, have priority access to the 
administrative courts, or do they have to meet the same conditions? Is it possible to presume locus 
standi? 
 
The right to action in environmental matters has been introduced in previous paragraphs. The 
NGOs could bring an action against administrative body only if their procedural rights have been 
violated in previous administrative decision-making process [Section 65 (2) CAdminJ]. 
 
The right to action under the Section 65 (2) CAdminJ is conditioned by the participating of the 
NGOs in the administrative decision-making process. There are basically “minimalistic ”  
conditions (under the Section 70 of the Act on Nature and Landscape) which must to be 
fulfilled. The process of becoming participant in administrative decision-making process has been 
in focus of the Supreme Administrative Court [see the decision of the Supreme Administrative 
Court (hereinafter referred to as “Court”) of 19 June 2007, File No. As 19/2006-59): “The NGO’s 
rights to be informed and to be participant of the administrative decision-making process are incorporated into the 
Section 70 of the Act on Nature and Landscape. The NGOs are allowed to enjoy these rights in quite open way. 
The Czech legal order states only “minimalistic” conditions: a) NGOs have to submit simple request to 
administrative body; b) NGOs have to notify their participating in writing after administrative body announced 
new decision-making process.”  
 
Besides general provision [Section 65 (2) CAdminJ] there is special provision under the Section 
23 (10) of the EIA Act. The NGO which has submitted written comments on the EIA 
documentation or expert report is entitled to bring an action against the administrative body that 
issued following administrative decision in the EIA process. The main distinction between the 
general provision of the Section 65 (2) CAdminJ and the special provision of the Section 23 (10) 
EIA Act has been interpreted by the Court (see the decision of the Court of 22 July 2011, File 
No. 7 As 26/2011-175): “Under conditions stated in the Section 23 (10) of the EIA Act the petitioner 
(NGO) could bring an action against administrative body (that issued administrative decision in EIA process) not 
only if his or her procedural rights have been violated but also if the substantive rights (of others) have been 
infringed.”   
 
The Czech legal order contains the legal institution of public action (the Section 66 CAdminJ). 
The state prosecutor or the ombudsman has the right to bring an action against the 
administrative body if there is substantial public interest.  
 
1.3. More generally, does the process for bringing an action on environmental matters differ from 
ordinary law (e.g. timeframe, requirement to lodge an administrative appeal beforehand)? 
 
Above-mentioned general conditions for bringing an action against administrative body (Section 
65 the CAdminJ) are applicable also in the environmental matters. The exception from general 
conditions is the provision of Section 23 (10) EIA Act.  
 
The formally requirements to bring an action in administrative justice are uniform. The action 
could be brought in writing, orally or in other appropriate electronic form. The petitioner has to 
state: a) what is contested; b) who brings the action; c) against who is the action brought; d) the 
action must be signed and dated. The action must also include the specification of contested 
administrative decision; the date of a delivery or a notification of this decision to the petitioner; 
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the specifications of interested parties (if they are known to the petitioner); the determination of 
verdicts that are contested; the defense arguments; the proposed evidence. 
 
The time limit for bringing an action in the administrative judiciary is stated in the Section 72  
CAdmiJ: “An action shall be bring within two months after the decision of administrative body has been deliver 
or notify to the petitioner.” The delayed action could not be waived.  
 
1.4. Are there any alternative means of dispute settlement that are specific to environmental 
proceedings? 
 
No. The administrative proceeding in environmental matters belongs to the public law where an 
alternative dispute resolution is excluded. 
 
1.5. The European Court of Justice made some important decisions about access to justice in 
environmental matters in 2011, especially with its Lesoochranárske zoskupenie (C-240/09 of 8 March 
2011), Trianel (C-115/09 of 12 May 2011) and Boxus (C-128/09 of 18 October 2011) judgments. 
The main points settled related to the implications of certain provisions of the Aarhus 
Convention, to which the European Union and its Member States are parties, access to justice for 
non-governmental organisations, particularly environmental protection associations, and, more 
generally, the existence of judicial remedy against national acts implementing environmental law. 

 
Do these recent judgments by the European Court of Justice (or any other, older judgments) 
contribute to changing the admissibility of actions from the viewpoint of your national case law? 
More specifically, what is the situation regarding the ability of non-governmental organizations to 
challenge administrative decisions likely to be contrary to EU environmental law? 
 
The Czech administrative courts (including the Court) follow the case law of the European Court 
of Justice (hereinafter referred to as “the ECJ”) and are consistent with it (especially with the 
decision C-240/09 Lesoochranárske zoskupenie and with the decision C-115/09 Trianel). The Court 
referred to the above-mentioned case law of the ECJ in these decisions: a) the decision of 22 July 
2011, File No. 7 As 26/2011-175; b) the decision of 31 January 2012, File No. 2 Ao 9/2011-72; 
c) the decision of 27 April 2012, File No. 7 As 25/2012-21; d) the decision of 5 February 2012, 
File No. 1 Ao 1/2012-66; e) the decision of the Regional Court in Brno of 14 December 2011, 
File No. 30 Ca 23/2008-123; available on www.nssoud.cz. 
 
The ability of the NGOs to challenge administrative decisions depends on the provisions that 
constitute their right to action [Section 65 (2) CAdminJ or the Section 23 (10) of the EIA Act 
section 23 (10)]:   
 
a) If the right to action of NGOs is conditioned by their previous participation in the 

administrative decision-making process under the Section 70 of the Act on Nature and 
Landscape, the petitioner (NGO) must prove the infringement upon his or her procedural 
rights during previous administrative decision-making process. The procedural rights of 
participant contain: a) the right of the participant to objections; b) obligation of the 
administrative body to properly deal with these objections (see the decision of the Court of 
22 July 2011, File No. 7 As 26/2011-175). The NGOs could raise objections only if they are 
relevant with regard to the main purpose of activities of NGO (see the decision of the Court 
of 2 September, File No. 1 As 40/2009-251). 

b) If the right to action of NGO is based under the Section 23 (10) of the EIA Act (or under 
directly effective Art. 10a of Council Directive 85/337/EEC) then NGO has the right to 
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allege the violation of procedural and also substantive rights in administrative decision-
making process (see the decision of the Court of 22 July 2011, File No. 7 As 26/2011-175). 

 
1.6. Does this development in case law conflict with the national rules for the transposition of the 
Directive 2011/92/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council? 
 
The development in case law of the ECJ does not conflict with the national rules for the 
transposition of Directive 2011/92/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council. The 
above-mentioned Directive 2011/92/EU is interpreted by Czech administrative courts 
consistently with the case law of the ECJ (see the answer of question 1.5).  
 
1.7. What is your interpretation of judgment C-240/09 with respect to the European Court of 
Justice's balanced response regarding the direct effect of Article 9(3) of the Aarhus Convention, 
which sets out the judicial procedures to which the public must have access to challenge acts or 
omissions by private persons and public authorities which contravene provisions of national law 
relating to the environment? 
 
Czech administrative courts interpret Art. 9 (3) of the Aarhus Convention consistently with the 
decision C-240/09 Lesoochranárske zoskupenie. The Court stated that Art. 9 (3) of the Aarhus 
Convention has no direct effect. Under the Section 65 (2) CAdminJ NGOs have the right to 
action if all necessary conditions have been fulfilled [a) NGOs’ participation in administrative 
decision-making process under the Section 70 of the Act on Nature and Landscape; b) violation 
of NGOs’ procedural rights by the administrative body]. The relevant violation of NGOs’ 
procedural rights must cause substantial impact on the administrative decision (see the decision 
of the Court of 22 July 2011, File No. 7 As 26/2011-175 or decision of the Regional Court in 
Brno of 14 December 2011, File No. 23/2008-123 30 Ca). 
 
Second issue: How courts deal with the particularities of environmental proceedings 
 
a. Organization of the court given the technicality of proceedings 

 
2.1. Are environmental proceedings handled by general benches or specialized benches? Are 
there courts specializing in this area of law or in a branch thereof? 
 
No, there are no specialized environmental benches or courts in the Czech Republic. The 
environmental proceedings are handled by general benches within the competence of 
administrative courts. 
 
2.2. Are judges offered training in environmental proceedings and scientific aspects of 
environmental law during their initial training or as part of their continuing professional training? 
 
The assistants of judges (future judges) are educated in the field of administrative law during their 
training. The environmental law is the part of this area of law. The special trainings in 
environmental law are offered to judges as a part of their continuing professional education.  
 
b. How the court deals with the complexity of the events in question 
 
2.3. Is it possible to request an independent expert report and if so, is this approach used 
frequently? How does the court evaluate the quality of technical reports submitted to it? Do 
experts who are not judges take part in the deliberations of benches ruling on environmental 
matters? 
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In the Czech Republic a judge could request an independent expert report and this approach is 
quite frequent. The experts are not allowed to comment on legal questions in their reports. There 
is no possibility for experts to take part in the deliberations of benches that decide in 
environmental matters. 
 
2.4. What resources, other than expert reports, can the court use to obtain clarification about the 
factual and technical issues of an environmental dispute? Are these resources used often? 
 
The administrative courts could obtain clarification about the factual and technical issues of an 
environmental dispute through testimonies of witnesses. The administrative courts could also 
conduct a survey of the terrain. The administrative courts do not use these resources too often.   

 
c. How the court deals with the urgency of proceedings 

 
2.5. If, generally speaking, your national law provides that lodging a judicial appeal does not have 
suspensive effect, can this be different for disputes on environmental matters? 
 
Under the provision the Section 73 CAdminJ lodging an action against administrative decision 
has no suspensive effect. However, the administrative courts may (at the request of the petitioner 
or complainant) allow suspensive effect under three cumulative conditions: a) the execution of 
the administrative decision or its legal consequences could cause harm to the petitioner; b) there 
is disproportion between the harm to the petitioner and harm to others: the harm to the 
petitioner is much more extensive. c) the administrative decision contradicts important public 
interest. The administrative court must decide about the proposal on suspensive effect without 
undue delays. If there is danger of delay the administrative court must decide in 30 days time 
limit. The suspensory effect means that a legal force and an enforceability of the contested 
administrative decision are suspended until final judgment of the administrative court. 
 
The Court with regard to the institution of suspensive effect stated: “The court must allow suspensive 
effect to the petitioner (NGO) who brings an action against administrative body under the conditions the Section 
23 (10) of the EIA Act, if there is a danger that realization of the projects or conceptions will be finished before 
the decision of the administrative court (typically a realization of construction). In case the administrative court does 
not allow the suspensive effect under such circumstances, this practice of the administrative courts violates Art. 9 (4) 
of the Aarhus Convention, since the system of legal guarantees must be early and fair” (see the decision of the 
Court of 14 June 2007, File No. 1 As 39/2006-55). 
 
2.6. How important are proceedings for interim relief in environmental proceedings? Does the 
court often suspend judgment in environmental matters? What conditions facilitate/hinder the 
use of proceedings for interim relief? 
 
The CAdminJ contains provisions for suspensive effect (Section 73) and interim relief (Section 
38). The relationship between the suspensive effect and the interim relief is mutually excluding: in 
case the suspensive effect could be granted by the administrative court under above-mentioned 
conditions or if an action has the suspensive effect on the basis of law, then the interim relief 
cannot be granted by the administrative court.  
 
The institution of the suspensive effect is applicable only in the administrative proceeding 
against administrative decision. On the other side the interim relief could be granted also in 
others types of administrative proceedings (e.g. administrative proceeding against inactivity of 
administrative body). Need to be said, that environmental proceedings are in principle 
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administrative proceedings against administrative decision. Therefore the legal institution of 
interim relief is not so frequent in the environmental matters. 
 
The conditions (for granting the interim relief) are contained in the Section 38 CAdminJ: the 
administrative court is allowed to grant an interim relief if a) The petitioner submitted request; b) 
There is necessity to temporarily settle legal relations because of serious injury. Under these 
conditions the administrative court could impose on the parties the obligations to 
perform/refrain/tolerate something.  
 
Closing argument: how do European Union law and national law complement one 
another?  
 
In some cases, does national law allow shortcomings or inadequacies in European Union law to 
be overcome with regard to the issues mentioned above? Conversely, does European Union law 
provide the national court with instruments enabling it to better handle proceedings relating to 
the environment? 
 
With regards to the first question the Czech administrative courts tend to construe locus standi 
extensively. The Czech legal order prescribes only “minimalistic ”  conditions for NGOs’ right to 
file an action. In the response to the second question the above-mentioned decisions of Czech 
administrative courts must be mentioned (see the answer of the question 1.5). The reasonings of 
these decisions often contain references to the European case law or to the European secondary 
legislation. The decision of the Court of 22 July 2011, File No. 7 As 26/2011-175, states that 
“right to file an action could be based on the Czech laws or on the directly applicable Art. 10a of the Directive 
85/337/EEC.”  
 
 
 
 


